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We present a simple method for the general flow analysis
of high-order functional programs. The method computes
an abstraction of the program’s runtime environment via

a system of monotonic equations. As the environment can
grow unbounded, we exploit patterns in the program’s con-
trol structure (i.e., the call-tree) to determine some static

partition of the environment, and merge points in the en-
vironment belonging to the same equivalent-class. High or-
der functions are handled by embedding control information
into closures. The method is proven correct with respect to

a rewriting system based operational semantics. Various
implementation issues are also considered.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a simple technique for the static anal-

ysis of higher order functional programs. The main idea is

to remesent the runtime environment of a functional mo-
gram’ as a mapping from unique dynamic labels, repres~nt-

ing locations in the activation frames of functions, to values,
The abstraction method consists in choosing a a relation of

equivalence over the set of all dynamic labels, and using the
partition to generate a system of monotonic flow equations

whose solution provides the result of the analysis.

The result of the paper generalizes previous control-flow
analysis techniques (OCFA, lCFA, etc. ) within an equa-
tional framework in the style of the original Cousot and

Cousot approach [12]. It allows for approximate analysis
that is adaptive both to individual programs and to compile-

time resource constraints, The method is proven correct
with respect to a rewriting system based operational seman-
tics.
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1.1 Background

Traditional data flow analyses were developed for optimizing
compilers of imperative languages [1]. Such an analysis is

typically performed on flow-diagrams in which the nodes are
basic blocks and the arcs are the program’s control points.

Properties on the exit arcs of each node are related to those

associated with the entry arcs via data flow equations, and

the solution of the system of equations provides the result
of the analysis.

Cousot and Cousot ([12], see also [15, 16]) developed the
theory of abstract interpretations, which unified data flow
analysis under a general mathematical framework. Within

this framework, an environment is a mapping of variables in

the program to values, and a context is a mapping of control
arcs to environments. Abstract interpretation is thus aimed
at computing an abstract context, which approximates the

set of environments obtainable at each control arc. Points
in the abstract context are related via monotonic equations

over lattices, and the system of equations is related to the

static semantics of the program, which provides an exact

summary of the program’s contexts obtainable for a given
set of inputs. In this way a general proof of the correctness

of abstract interpretations was obtained.
Inter-procedural flow analysis, however, has the problem

of unbounded runtime environment in the presence of re-

cursive procedure calls. Two earlier solutions were given

in [13, 28], employing techniques to bound the size of the
abstract environment by merging points belonging to “simi-

lar” function calls. This is most obvious in the “cal-strings”

approach, in which the flow variables are indexed by call-

strings that encode the invocation history of procedures.
Bounding the number of (abstract) cal-strings thus has the

effect of bounding the size of the environment. Similar tech-
niques were developed for analysis of programs with recur-
sive data-structures. [22] introduced the use of “tokens”
to reduce the environment in a general and flexible way.

However, all these techniques were developed for first or-
der languages in which function call-sites can be determined

statically. More recently, Bourdoncle has generalized these
ideas into a framework of dynamic partitioning, which also
combines the technique of widening to deal with infinite ab-
stract domains [5. 61.

Abstract int~rpr~tation took a new turn when Mycroft
[26] adapted it to the strictness analysis of first order func-
tional programs. His work has since been generalized to
handle higher-order functions, data-structures and polymor-
phism [8, 20, 4]. A distinguishing characteristic of these
methods is that abstract interpretation is generally viewed
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as “semantics in abstract domains” , which assigns abstract

values to expressions in the program. Naturally, functional

values grow exponentially with the number of arguments

and wit h levels of function abstraction, thus various tech-

niques for dealing with this explosion have been developed,

e.g., to compute only the ‘(envelope” of the function graph
[21], only the minimal function graphs needed by the pro-

gram [23], or to represent function values compactly using

type expressions [25]. Even with these optimizations, the
practical utility of these methods appears to be limited due

to their computational complexity.
In functional languages such as Scheme and ML, where

functions are first class values, function call-sites are gener-
ally unknown. Shivers [29, 30] rightly identifies the prob-

lem with the lack of st atic control flow information, i.e., the
control flow arcs for functional calls cannot be determined

statically. His solution is therefore to perform control flow

analysis (CFA) as a pre-requisite for other, more problem

oriented, data flow analyses. Shivers’ CFA employs a tech-
nique akin to the call-strings approach which handles higher

order functions by embedding call-strings in closures,

Since closures are just a speciid kind of data-structures,

this coincides somewhat with another line of research in ab-

stract interpretation to compute properties of data-structures

(e.g. [17]). A common characteristic of these methods is
that the semantics of the program is first instrumented by
adding control information (e.g., labels), according to which

the abstraction is then defined.

1.2 Our Method

The flow analysis presented in this paper is based on a sim-

ple observation: given a functional program, its state during
execution is the runtime environment, consisting of a tree of

frames, with one frame per function invocation. Thus the

abstract environment computed by the flow analysis can be

bounded by first partitioning frames according to fixed pat-
terns in the call tree, and then by merging frames according

to their respective partitions. The static partition is just
the first step towards utilizing control flow information em-
bedded in the program, which also enables us to present the
analysis as an equational system.

If I

Figure 1: An example showing a simple 2-partition that

merges frames according to its function, in this case f and

9,

From the equational point of view, if we identify loca-
tions in frames by flow variables, then variables are related

by a system of equations, which are monotonic since these

locations are not updated. The only problem is that the
system grows dynamically without bound as computation

progresses. Fortunately, the fact that frames are merged
also translates into a fixed number of flow variables, thus a
finite, static system of equations,

We start with a functioned kernel language, and define

a rewriting system based semantics which makes the run-

time environment explicit by using labels instead of lexical

scoping and generates a flat representation of the history of

the computation, This represent ation allows us to relate the
runtime environment to the system of flow equations via a

partition induced by a equivalence relation expressed on the

labels, thus enabling a simple correctness proof.
The theoretical contribution of this paper is the presenta-

tion of a general framework for flow analysis in higher order

functional settings together with a simple proof of correct-
ness. Although the idea of partitioning program runtime
environment has appeared in previous works, we feel that

it has yet to be presented in a pure form together with the

handling of higher order functions. Data-structures are not
considered in this paper but we believe an extension to in-

clude them should not be difficult. On the other hand, we
do not consider partitioning utilizing semantic information
as in [5, 6], in this respect we are closer in spirit to control
flow analysis. Most of the known works on control flow anal-

ysis are presented in terms of special cases corresponding to
very simple partitions, e.g. OCFA (mono-variant analysis)

[2, 27,30, 32], or lCFA [30]. Recently [11] presented a poly-
variant analysis which detailed a 1CFA-like approach.

The practical significance of our method lies in the fact

that, unlike most previous works, it is presented in a simple

equational framework. Since the equations distribute the
flow constraints over the source program, the implement a-
tion of the method is more amenable to various optimiza-
tion that exploit data dependencies among the equations

(see [14]), thus avoiding the repetitive work to compute un-
changed quantities. Efficient implementations can be devel-

oped using an attribute system together with incremental

computations (see [9] ), which bridge the gap between the-
retical methods and practical applications. The closest to

our present ation style is a recent work ([32]) by Wand and

Steckler which computes OCFA by finding the minimum so-
lution of a set of constraints generated from the parsed tree

of the analyzed expression.

The rest of the paper is organized w follows: section
2 defines a simple functional language, whose operational

semantics is detailed in section 3. In section 4, its static

semantics is defined. Section 5 develops the equations for

general flow analysis whose proof of soundness can be found
in [31]. Section 6 discusses practical considerations for the

application of our method in order to control the accuracy
and the cost of the analysis. The paper closes with conclu-
sions and directions for future work.

2 A Functional Kernel Language

We shall present the analysis ~n a small functional kernel

language (FKL), which can be regarded as a textual repre-
sent ation of the graph of lambda expressions In FKL, all
operators are labeled (a, b, c, .); All lambda expressions

are given a name (~, g, h, . . .) and lifted to the top level. A
program in FKL is a set of fnnction definitions plus a main
expression (figure 2). Wit hin a function definition, z is the

(only) formal variable, and VI, .,., V, are the free variables
of the body e. An expression is a set of bindings {s1, . . . . s~ }

1Al~er~~t,~+, cw CFWIStFJrtfrOm a typical minimal ‘Unction lan-
guage, e g. e .= k I z I e. ei I AZ e, and then define a compilation
function into FKL as in [31]
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with a designated result label a. A binding s gives a label
to each primitive operation in the program.

P ::= e where {FI, . . . . Fr}

F ::= ~=lambda (xlyl... yl)e
e ::= ~{s,; . . ..sn}

s ,d—..— a=k

I c=applyab

I a = (closure ~, yl . . . VI)

Figure 2: Syntax of FKL

Example 1 In the following we show a FKL program (a)

together with its equivalent in sugared lambda calculus (b).
The J-expression can be converted to the FKL program by

creating a binding for each label, replacing A‘s by closures
and moving A-definitions to the top level.

“{a, = apply c, c,;

c1 = (closure gf, );

c3 = (closure xf, )}
where {gf = lambda(g )a2{a2 = apply CZ,a,;

a3 = apply g c2;
cz = (closure yf, );

aA = apply g 01;
Vl=o}

xf = lambda(z I )’{};
yf = lambda(g [ )Y{} }

(a)

letrec c1 = Agfg. ((g cz)”’(g 0“’)a4)a2;
Q = Ayf Y.Y;
C3 = Axfz, z

in (cl c3)a1

(b)

Notation We define some operators that will become use-
ful shortly. For each binding c = apply a b, let op(c) = a

and arg(c) = b. For each function ~ = lambda(z I . . .)a{. . .},
let res(~) = u.

3 Dynamic Semantics

We shall model the runtime behavior of FKL programs as

a rewriting system similar to that introduced in [3], except
that we use labels instead of lexical scoping to deal with ex-

pansion of function calls. First, we need to extend the basic

syntax introduced in figure 2 to handle dynamic programs

as the intermediate states during the rewriting process. The
new synt is shown in fignre 3:

B ::= ‘{sl; . . ..sW}
s .,— cy=k

I P= (closuref, al . . . ff2)
I 7=apply~P
I /’3=cl

Figure 3: Syntax of dynamic programs

A dynamic label has the form a.a, where a is a unique
scope identifier, and a is a static label within that scope. In
other words, a is just the activation frame of some function

invocation, and a a slot within that frame. a can be con-
veniently generated as the cal-string of that function, i.e.,

a string of static labels al . . . al representing the sequence
of function calls leading to that particular frame. Dynamic

labels are thus strings of static labels.
Let a, ~, y denote dynamic labels. Note that given a

program P ::= B where {Fl; . . . ; Fr}, only the top level

expression B changes during rewriting, thus we shall take

the dynamic program to be just the toplevel bindings l?,

leaving the program source code in the background. As

shown in figure 3, a dynamic program is a flat set of dynamic
bzndmgs. The syntax for dynamic bindings is similar to that

of static bindings in which static labels have been replaced

by dynamic labels.

A binding of the form -y = apply a ~ is called an apply
binding, where -y will be called a call-szte of j if a is bound

to a closure generated for function ~. A binding of the form
a = V, where v is either a constant or a closure, wi~ be called

a value binding. Binding of the form ~ = a are absent from

the source programs. These are called copy bindtngs and

are needed just for sending arguments and receiving result
in the expansion of function calls.

Given an initial program Bo, a dynamic execution of BO

is any rewriting sequence

~~+,.. -+ Bn ---,...,

where the individual rewriting steps in the sequence are pre-
scribed by the conditional rewrite rules shown in figure 4.

APPLY

a = (closure .f, ~1 @I),

f=lambda (zlvl... vt)c{sl; s~}; s~}
y=applya~ + 7.z =/3;

7;Y1 =Plj . . . . 7.V! =/%;

~l;...;sr;
-f = ~,c

PROPAGATE
ff=v

pa -p..

Figure 4: Dynamic semantics of FKL.

In this rewriting system, a redex for a dynamic program
B is either an apply or a copy binding. Before rewriting

can occur, however, the conditions specified on the rule’s

numerator must be satisfied. These conditions are simply
patterns for bindings and they are satisfied if they can be

matched against some bindings in the program. Whenever
the match is successful, the redex binding can be rewritten

according to the denominator of the rewriting rule.

There are in fact just two rewriting rules. Rule AP-
PLY describes what happens during a function application:

a copy of the functions body is pasted in, along with the
necessary copy bindings for sending argument, free variable
values, and for returning result. In order for the scoping to
be correct, static labels in the function’s body are replaced
by dynamic labels appropriate for the current invocation.

This is defined by the following:

{

-y.a = k, ifst~a=k

s: ?
y.c = apply -y.a y.b, ifs, ~c=applyab

-y.a = (closure f, 7.yl . . . ~.yl),
if s, ~ a = (closure ~, yI ..: YI)
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Rule PROPAGATE, on the other hand, serves to propa-

gate values along the copy bindings, simulating the effect of

sending arguments and returning results.

Example 2 The following shows a possible rewriting se-

quence for the program in example 1. For clarity, the re-

dexes and their matching conditions are shown underlined;

the newly introduces bindings are marked.

“’{ al= apply cl .3; -

c1 = (closure gf, );

C3 = (closure xf, )}

“{”al. g=cs; +

*al. u2 = apply alas al. aq;
*alas = apply al.g al. cz;
“al .c2 = (closure yf, );
*

al. a4 = apply al. g al. vl;
*al. vl = o;
*

al = al.az;
c1 = (closure gf, );

c,? = (closure xf. \ 1

a’{ *a~.g = (closure xf, ); ----+ . .

al.az = apply alas al. a4;

al. a3 = apply al. g al. c2;

al .c2 = (closure yf, );
al. a4 = apply al. g al. vl;
ul. q = O;
al = al.az;

c1 = (closure gf, );

C3 = (closure xf, )}

In order to define the result of computations, we follow
a commonly used technique to define a partial information

content ordering on dynamic programs. Let D be the set of

primitive constants. Given a program P, let LABELS be the
set of static labels occurring in P. We shall assume static
labels to be unique within a program. LABELS* then denote

the set of dynamic labels.
Each dynamic program B can be seen as defining a map-

ping ~ : LABELS * - V. The value domain V is defined
by

V = D + CLOSURES,

CLOSURES = {(closure ~, al . . . crl) I a, c LABELS*}

where ~ ranges over function symbols in the program. Intu-
itively, we can regard LABELS* ~ V to be a store indexed

by the dynamic labels, and each dynamic program B as a

state of the store during computation. Moreover, the store is

partitioned into frames, where each dynamic label cr.a iden-
tifies a frame location. With this analogy in mind, we now

define:

{

ifa=v EBanduisavrdue
~(a) = ~ otherwise

where z~y, z,y EV, ifz= J_orz=y.

If B -----+ B’, then clearly ~ ~ ~’. Thus the progress of
computation only increases the information content in the
store. It is also the case that all intermediate computation
states form a directed set according to this partial ordering

(this is essentially the confluence property of FKL, but we
shall not be concerned with proving the correctness of this

statement, which has little effect on the analysis presented
later in this paper), thus a limit state can be meaningfully

defined. Let

Comp(B) = U{B’ I B ---+* B’}.

We shall call Comp(B) the cmnprdahon @nctiorr of B

4 Static Semantics

Abstract analysis of a program will seldom be useful unless
it is performed for all possible runs of the program w.r.t. a
set of inputs. In other words, the source program P under

analysis will usually have free variables which we assume to
take non-closure values. The static semantics defines the

collective result of running P on all possible bindings of the

free variables.
Let Z1, . . . . z~ be the free variables of B, where each z,

is constrained to take inputs from V, ~ V (notation Z8 : Vt ).
Let

2V = 2D+CLosU~s = 2D ~ 2CLOSURES

be the power set of values. The static semantics is then

defined by the static computation function C~p(B) where,
for all dynamic labels a we have:

Camp = U{ Comp(B[vl/zl,... , tr~/z~])(a)lvt 6 IL}

The static semantics provides an exact characterization of
the runtime environments of B, but is almost always infinite,
thus not computable in a practical sense. Using flow anal-

ysis, we wish to obtain a finite approximation to C~p(B)

that is computable at compile time.

5 General Flow Analysis

Let II={al, . . ..a. } be a partition of LABELS*. Let [a]
denote the equivalence class of a derived from the partition,
i.e., the a s.t. cr c a. We require the partition to generate a
right congruence relation ([19]), i.e. to satisfy the following

condition

VCY,,8,C [a]=[/3]+ [(Y.C] = [B.c].

Define succ : II x LABELS A II s.t. succ([a], c) = [0.c].
The previous condition guarantees succ to be well-defined.

Let a c II. Intuitively, a is an abstract frame. The

entity U.C, where c is a static label, is then a cell in that
frame. Moreover, if c = apply a b is a binding in the source
program, then a.c is an abstract call-site for the functions

that become bound at u.a. Furthermore, SUCC(U, c) repre-

sents the frame of the callee, which receives its input from,
and sends its result to, the caller frames. Note that there
could be multiple caller frames. This situation is different

from the dynamic semantics, where each activation has a
unique caller. In other words, the abstract frames form a

graph rather than a tree, the graph may even be cyclic.

Example 3 In the following we show two practical parti-
tions.

1. Let 110 = {LABELS*}. This partition corresponding to
the OCFA analysis as described in [30].
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2. Let III = {{c}} u {[a] I a c LABELS}, where e is the
empty string, and [a] is the set of labels in LABELS*
that end in a. Clearly, SUCC(U, c) = [c], thus the par-
tition is well-formed. The corresponding analysis is

equivalent to 1CFA as described in [30].

5.1 Abstract Domains

For the general flow analysis, abstract values are constructed

from the partition of frames. Let II be such a partition, the
abstract domain for closures is define as:

CLOSURES = 2{f” I “en}.

The corresponding abstract domain for values is

~ = ~ x CLOSURES,

where ~ is some abstract domain of D, assumed to be a

finite lattice. Clearly, ~ is also a finite lattice with the
natural ordering induced from those of its two components,

We note that the above representation for abstract clo-
sures, namely ~m, is really an abbreviation of the abstract

closure (closure ~, 17.vl . . . a.g~). Such an abstraction for clo-

sures means that closures are only distinguished from where

they occur in the program’s call-tree, rather than by their
semantic identity.

For the abstraction to be meaningful, we need to relate
elements of V to those of 2V, i.e., abstract values are meant

to approximate sets of concrete values. This amounts to
establishing a Galois connection [12] between the two do-

mains, i.e., ~pair of order preserving maps Abs : 2V + ~
and Cone : V * 2V s.t.

Conc(Abs(z)) ~ x, and Abs(Conc(T)) = 0 (1)

In our case, assume ~ is given with a predefine Galois

connection (with 2D ), and let abs : V + V s.t.

abs(k) = (absD (k), o) = (~, 0),

abs((closure .f, Y.Y1 . . . 7’.w)) = (~~, {~[y]}).

Then Abs and Cone can be defined as

Abs(z) = U abs(v), Conc(~) = {u I abs(v) ~ T}.

vEz

It is straightforward to verify that condition (1) is satisfied,

5.2 General Flow Equations

Given source~rogram P and a partition If., Let 0: II x
LABELS + V be a vector of flow variables (we shall write

@o,. instead of @(a, a) for the vector’s elements). The sys-
tem E of general flow equations is derived as follows:

● For each constant binding a = k, include the equations

‘3 cr. = (X,o); (2)

Q For each closure binding a = (closure ~, . ..). include

the equations

00,. = (-L, {.fa}); (3)

o For each function definition ~ = lambda (z \ y{ , , . y;) e,
include the equations

ioa,z= u{oa~.arg(c)I succ(~’, c) = fJl

(-L,{f6}) g @a’w(c)}, (5)

@a.V,, = U{@d,U, I SUCC(C7’, C) = 0,

(~, {fd}) Q @cr/ OP(c)}; (6)

● For each application c = apply a b, include the equa-

tions

00.. = U{if?,ucc(a,c), res(f) I (~, {f6}) s @u.a}. (7)

Of the previous equations, (2) – (4) are relatively obvi-

ous. Equations (5) and (6) reflect how the flow of formal and
free variables are merged. In particular, the formal variable

U.Z gets its flow from the arguments at all call-sites of the
function (5), and a free variable a.y~ gets its flow from inside

the closures (6), the latter being due to the fact that free
variables are bound where the closures are generated. Equa-

tion (7) means that the result of an application includes all

the results of the functions called at that site.

Let us rewrite the system of equations E as @ = F(O),
where, clearly, F is a monotonic operator. Define

a)”=(l,...,l), and On =F’(@n-l), n=l,2,...,

then the system of equations has a least solution @m =

u~=o @n. Assuming the abstract domains to be finite’, this
limit can be reached at some finite number of iterations.

5.3 Correctness of Flow Analysis

The abstraction of C~p is done in two dimensions. In one,
the po~er set of the value domain 2“ k abstracted to a do-
main (V), as described in section 5.1; In the other, dynamic

labels are abstracted into a set of abstract frame locations,
represent ed by II x LABELS. Given some static semantics

~ : LABELS* ----+ 2V, its corresponding abstraction can be

defined as ABS(~) : II x LABELS + ~ s.t.

ABS(~)(a, a) = U Abs(8(a.a)).

[a]=u

As we mentioned before, the correctness criteria for gen-
eral flow analysis is that @m should approximate the static

semantics Comp(B), which can be stated as the following:

Theorem 1 (Correctness of General Flow Analysis)
Let P ❑ B where . be a program with free variables

.Z1, . . ..ZS. @ = F(O) be the system of general flow carzal-
ysis equations associated with P. The general flow analysis
is sound, i.e.

ABS(C~p(B))(a, a) ~ @m(a, a)

2This restriction w not strictly necessary, as convergence can be
guaranteed using techniques of widening [12, ~ even when the ab-

stract domain M infinite.

c For each free variable z : U, include the equations

@o.z == Abs(U); (4)
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Bi-1 = {. ..; cr.a = (closure ~, b.yl . . . 6.y/); . . ..c=c= apply a.aa.b; . . .}

APPLY J

B, = {... d=/’.d}/3; ...}

J

J
&_ I = {... ?=v;v;y..; y.d=}J; ...}

PROPAGATE .l

Bn z {...; d=v; v}...}

Figure5: This diagram traces thehistory of the value binding toanoriginal copy binding introduced via APPLY,

Proof Using the definitions of ABS, Abs and C~p we
obtain the following derivation:

ABS(C~p(B))(a, a)= U Abs(C~p(l?)(a.a))

[CI]=u

=U Uabs(Comp(l?[v~ /z~,...,uzm])(a(a))))

[Cx]=uutev,

Let BO = B U {.ZI = kl; . . ..z. = k,} be any closed

instance of B and let BO L Bn. Then, by the definition
of Comp, it is sufficient to show that abs(~(a, a)) S @~~,la

for all n, a and a, as depicted in the following diagram:

@l z . . . z @“+l z . . .

I I
BO * . . . - Bn _ . . .

In other words, the soundness for the general flow equa-
tions follows if, for all -y and d:

~.d = v c B. =%’ abs(v) < ‘~~!d. (8)

If condition (8) is satisfied, we say On+ 1 is safe for Bn, To
prove the condition we proceed by induction on n.

e (Base case) Oi is safe for BO: this is straightforward
since the only value bindings in BO are those in the source

program.

e (Induction step) Assuming that condition (8) holds for

integers < n, we show that it also holds for n. To this end
let

B, -... B+ Bn.1 P ~.

We shall only be interested in value bindings created by the

last rewriting step, since the other ones are already covered
by the induction hypothesis. There are two cases to con-

sider:

1. y.d = v is introduced by application of the APPLY

rule. In this case, d = v has to be in the original
program, thus ~.d = v is included in ~1 Q @n+ 1.

2. y.d = v is introduced by application of the PROPA-
GATE rule. In this case, y,d = v must be rewritten
from redex y,d = /3 and there is some application of the

APPLY rule that introduced the latter copy binding.
Assume the copy binding is introduced in rewriting
step i, where the function involved ie defined as

~=lambda(z Iv; . . . y;) ‘{...}.

The sit uation is somewhat complicated, and we illus-
trate it in figure 5.

The copy binding y.d = /3 can be one of the following
three kind, serving different roles. These are treated

in turn.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(sending argument) y ~ cr.c, d s z and ,B s a.b.

By induction hypothesis, @n is safe for Bn-l, thus
for all B,, i < n. We have

f[6] ~ @f&.a and abs(v) s @&], b, (9)

i.e,, both the closure and the value bkrdlngs are

included in On.

Since Succ([cr], c) = [~], a = op(c) and b = arg(c),
from equation (G4.a) and (9) we derive

@:-j = 0“+1[cic]z ~ ‘~].b _3 abs(v).

Therefore -y.d = v is included in if?”+ 1.

(passing free variable value) y ❑ a.c, d s y{ and

/3 = 8.Y,. By the induction hypothesis,

abs(u) C @fiI.9t. (lo)

This case can be verified in the same way as for

the previous one, from equations (G4.b) and (10).

(returning result) y.d z cr.c and ,B = a.c.e. By
the induction hypothesis,

abs(o) Q @~ .]... (11)

Recall that [cr.c] = succ([cr], c) and e = res(~). In
view of equation (G5), (11) becomes

abs(v) G @“succ([aJ,c).res(f) C ‘~a~?c = @~;,j.

Thus y.d = o is included in Q“+l.

From (a), (b) and (c), we conclude that On+l is safe
for Bn, for all integer n. ❑

Note, however, that the correctness condition is a “one-
way” assertion: it says nothing about how precise the anal-

ysis is. In particular, the trivial analysis that assigns the
largest possible value to every a and a is correct, but is oth-
erwise quite useless. Unfortunately, it is extremely hard, if
ever possible, to characterize the precision of the analysis in
any quantitative way. In practice, however, this does not
seem to be a serious problem.
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Example 4 Consider the expression in example 1 and its
associated F K L program. The evaluation of this expression,

i.e. the concrete flow @~l, is O.
Suppose that we choose the OCFA analysis in which inte-

ger constants are abstracted to token id,a typical approach
in current systems. Then using the partition IIo in example
3. I we generate the equations shown in figure 6.

@VI = (int, 0)

+., = (1, {g f})

@C2 = (l, {yf})
@C3 = (1, {Z.f})

@g = LJ,{@arg(a,) I (-L {9 f}) ~ @oP(aJ}
0, = U,{@a.,(at)I (L,{’9f})~ ‘oP(cI,)}
a. = LJ,{@wg(aJI (4 {~.t})‘s@oP(at)}
@at = u{@res(f),I (J-!{f}) s @oP(%), f e {gf, xf, Yf}}

Figure 6: oCFA equations. In the equations above, t =

1,2,3,4.

Other than 09 = (1, {xf}), all the non-immediate flows

in the least fixpoint solution of this system are equal to

({int, {yf}). Thus, since @~l = ({int, {yf}), the OCFA analy-

sis produced flows which are strictly more conservative than
the exact ones.

Choosing to use more resources, we try next the lCFA

analysis (see example 3.2) which distinguishes bet ween calls
of a function at different sites. We derive the equations
shown in figure 7.

@OU* =

@ccl =

@a,c, =

(PC7,c, =

Q’[a,].g=
‘f’[at],r/=
@[at]s=
@c,., =

Figure 7: lCFA

(int, 0}

equations where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and u ranges

over all classes of equivalence of partition III

The least fixpoint of this system of equations contains

the following nontrivial flows:

@o a, = @a,a, = @cr.a4 = @[a,].y = @[a.].r = (int, 0),

@0.3= Q[QJ z = (~, {yf[~ll}), and

-Lb‘[ad 9 –
.

Notice that @a, = (int, 0) = abs(0), thus lCFA analysis

performs better than OCFA, in fact as well as possible.

6 Practical Considerations

In this section we briefly discuss some optimizations that can

lead to significant performance increase in practical imple-

mentation of the flow analysis as described in the previous
section.

6.1 Incremental Computation

Let m = 1~1 and 1 = ILABELSI. Recall the definition of the

set of general flow equations from the previous section. We
derived one equation for each abstract frame location u.a,
where a E II and a c LABELS, Thus the number of flow
equations is m x 1.

It is possible that most of the equations need never be

generated (e.g., equations for U.C, where c occurs in function

definition for j but a never becomes a cal-site of f), since

they are not meaningful flows and do not contribute to the

final solution.

However, it is generally not possible to determine which

equations are actually needed before the analysis is run. In-

deed, the equations corresponding to U.C, where c occurs in
the body of a function definition for f, are needed only if u

becomes an abstract call-site off. Thus for the sake of effi-
ciency in implementations of flow analysis, the set of flow
equations should be generated incrementally on demand,
i.e., when new call-sites are discovered.

Another place where increment al comput ation is likely to

increase performance, is within the iteration of the vector of
flow variables @’. Since the sequence is monotonic, at stage

i we only need to compute the differential from the previous

stage Q; – ‘3’-]. In addition, iteration should stop as soon

as the differential becomes empty.

Going one step further, one should not naively com-

pute @l, @2,... in that order, but should exploit the data-

dependency among individual flow variables. In general, it

is always better to follow the direction of dat aflow, i.e., if

Q. ~ affects @m)5, then one should delay the evaluation of
the latter until the former has saturated. This is not always
possible, since there may be cyclic dependencies. In case

there are cyclic dependencies, one should treat a cyclic com-

ponent of the dependency graph as a big flow variable, and
try to delay the evaluation of any flow variable dependent on

variables in that component until all variables in the com-
ponent have reached saturation. Recently( [7]), Bourdoncle

introduced a data dependency based formal methodology for

describing chaotic iteration strategies for systems of fixpoint

equations as well as effective approaches for generating such
strategies.

6.2 Partitioning of Call Sites

Flow analysis as presented in this paper is inherently synt at-
tic. This is especially so in its handling of functions. We do

not compute an abstract map for functions, which encodes
all its input/output behavior; rather we distinguish function

call sites, and compute a new set of flows corresponding to
each abstract function call. The number of different flows we

compute are fixed by the size of the partition, thus one may
trade-off complexity vs. accuracy of analysis by choosing
different partitions.

In general, more accurate flow analysis may be obtained

by finer partitioning of call-sites. Consider a program con-
taining a single function f, with potential call-sites illus-
trated by the following schema (we assume j can be called
at any one of the four call-site):

‘{...;
U=apply . . . .
b= apply . . . .
c=apply. .o;

. . . }
where { f = lambda (xl).. .;d= apply ..,;... }
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If we perform the equivalent of 1CFA as defined in ex-

ample 2, the following partition will be defined, providing 5

abstract frames:

{E},

[a] = {dynamic labels ending in a,}

[b] = {dynamic labels ending in b,}

[c] = {dynamic labels ending in c,}

[d] = {dynamic labels ending in d.}

It is easy to find out the flow of arguments and results, as
illustrated in figure 8 (A) (note: call-site u.a sends argument

to frame a’ if succ(a, a) = a’; Likewise a.a receives results
from fY’).

(A) (B)

Figure 8: Two sample partitions, where arcs indicate the

flow of arguments.

The problem with partition (A) is that too many frames

are sending arguments to frame [d]. Clearly, a good parti-
tion should try to minimize the number of senders for each

abstract frame a, thus less flows get merged. In order to

examine the situation in more detail, let us first introduce
some not ation.

Given a program P, we define its calLgraph to be a la-

beled graph. The nodes of the graph are the function sym-

bols in P. There is an arc j A g if ~ may call g at cdl-site

a. For example, the program we are considering has the call

graph shown in figure 9.

main

(D

abc

f

o
d

Figure 9: A sample call graph, showing one function ~ that

can be called at call-sites a, b and c within the main expres-
sion, with another call-site d within its body.

Clearly, the set of dynamic frames is only a subset of the
paths generated from the call-graph. The call-graph pro-
vides us with clues as to how to obtain a better partition

the set of dynamic frames into a finite set of abstract frames.
For example, partition (B) shown in figure 8 has the follow-
ing abstract frames (we represent each equivalent class in

the partition as a regular expression, where others contains
the rest of the call-strings):

which has the potential of providing a finer analysis.

As we pointed out earlier, it is generally not possible

to obtain an accurate call-graph before any analysis is per-

formed. Thus the initial call-graph has to be conservative
and assume the worst: essentially any call-site where the

operator is unknown can be the call-site of any function.

After the analysis, however, we will generally have a much

better approximation of the call-graph. In view of this, flow

analysis can be iterated to achieve better precision. Tak-

ing efficiency into consideration, it may be a good idea to
perform simple flow analysis first just to obtain a better call-

graph, then to perform the general flow analysis tailored for
the particular values that one wish to capture.

7 Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented a framework for doing flow analysis for
higher-order functions by solving a system of monotonic flow

equations. The nature of the abstraction process is to define

a partition of the program’s runtime environment accord-

ing to fixed patterns in the program’s call-tree, and then to
merge points belonging to the same class in the partition.

This enabled us to present the analysis in the equational
framework of [12], while still being able to handle functions
as first class values.

The practicaJ motivation behind this work is the need to

control the computational resources required for performing
flow analysis on functional values, which is known to explode
with higher order functions ([24]). As shown in the previous
section, by choosing appropriate e part it ions, one can cent rol

the accuracy and the cost of the analysis according to the
problem to be solved.

The contribution of our paper lies in clarifying the ab-

straction of program control points, thereby setting the foun-
dation of a general framework for flow analysis. Further-
more, this framework is presented in a simple equational

setting, which exposes optimization opportunities for im-
plement ation.

Future work can be carried out in three directions: 1)

Replacing FKL to a kernel of a true functional language.
This primarily means adding data structures. Since func-
tional closure is a special kind of data structure, we expect

that they can be handled similarly. 2) Handle imperative

language constructs. We believe this is possible by adding
more control points, i.e., by indexing flow variables by la-

bels in the program, thus making it possible to define the
program state at every control point. 3) Considering the
practical aspect of the method. Clearly, the usefulness of
any static analysis method can only be validated by effi-

cient implementations for real compiler optimization prob-
lems. Implement ations of our method are amenable to use of

increment al computation, which optimizes the fixpoint cal-
culation in three aspects: generating equations on demand,

computing only differentials during each iteration step, fol-
lowing data dependencies among the flow variables([7]) etc.

Preliminary work in this area is reported in [9].
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